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INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT and FACULTY REWARDS*

Eugene H. Jabker and Ronald S. Halinski
Illinois State- University

During the last five years, the Instructional Development Program (IDP)
Illinois State University provided direct financial support to more than 400 of the

_faculty to improve the instructional program of the institution at all levels--under-
graduate and graduate? Since 1972, over one-million dollars of the University's
budget provided by the State of Illinois were devoted to this Purpose for more than 250
projects, thus making the Program one of the largest:in the nation. l'unds were
alloCated to the faculty on an approved project basis during the regular, academib yea.r.x.
between August and July, and during a summer period from the middle of May to the

end of June. The academic year iunds,pro'vided support for all of the Uni'Versityls.
normal expenditure Categories other tlian faculty or Staff salaries and equipment; ihe

summer monies provided a ma.ximum of one-month salary only for,each faculty

participant.

While many of the faculty at Illinois State received financial support in theii'

efforts to improve instruction; many others attempte'd to improve their teaching

without such assistance. The high quality of instruction at Illinois State has been one

of the institution's hallrnailks throughout its 119 yearlistory and is a responsibility

taken seriously by the InajOrity of the faculty..

The direct beneficiaries.of faculty attempts to improie instruction have been

the students. It is not clear, however,' whether or not some benefit or reward had

accrued also to those faculty responsible for tlie Changes. This is a report a'study

cOnduCted to exaniine this possibility. The results repOrted herein were obtained by

three methods: (1) a questionnaire designecr to obtain the faculty perceptions of re-

wards, "(2) an.historical analysis of the salary, promotion, or tenure ratings received

annually ,by the faculty, and (3) interviews with department chairpersons about the
procedures for salary, .promotion, or tenure decisions at the departmental level.

\

From 1970 through 1976, the judgmentS'abotit the formal rewards of the

University, that is, 'salary, promotion, and tenure decisions, were made annually

by the faculty under an.Appointment,,Promotion, and Tenure (APT) process. This

process provided for a coinmittee system at the-departmental, collegiate, and

University levels and ztipulated conditions necessary for aPpointment or,terminatien
ofappointment; changes .in salaries, promotiOn, and tenure, and defined the roles,
functions, and structures of the various cominittees. The purpose of the APT process

was to provide general gui.delines for "fair, equitable, and consistent decisions within

a democratic system that involved the faculty in the evaluation of profesPional c

petence to obtain, retain, and reward highly qualified staff members.',,,'

*Presented at the annual meeting of the AmeAcan Educational Research Association,

New York, N. X. , April, 1977.
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It was assumed the instructional developfnent activities of the faculty, whether -

qr not they were supported.by funds from the Instructional Development Program,would
affect the formal reward decisions regarding salary increments, promotion, or tenure.
This assumption was supported by a "groundrule" of the University-level APT com-
mittee which requested that, "All instructional development programs shall be included
as part of the evidence to be evaluated under teaching performance. The weight given
to such activity is to be determined by each departmental APT committee."

It was also assumed that inStructional development activities could be a source
of intrinsic or informal rewards independent of the formal rewards which might accrue
from such activities. Intrinsically Motivated aCtivities, according to Deci (1975). are
"behaviors which a person engages in to feel competent and Self-determining2 There
are two general types of intrinsically motivated behaviorse (1) seeking out situations
which pavide the person with a challenge; and (2) conquering challenges: " The
rewards for intrinsically motivated instructional development activities, therefore,
are the successful identification and solution of challenging situations. In a somewhat
less esoteric vein, Trow (1969) suggested "innovations &instruction in higher
education arise most often out of some ,felt sense of the inadequacies of existing
arrangements, and veiy often froin sheer boredom with whafone has been doing.
(emphasis added) We are always tinkering with our Cours'es or with the curriculum ,

even when they are working reasbnably well." Whether or not "tinkering" requires
formal support to "dispel, if only briefly, the fog of boredom that hovers over every-
thing we do in the classroom," it is suggested that such activities undertaken by
faculty produced significant, if momentary, intrinsic feelings of accomplishment.

Conceivably, instructional development activities could be undertaken initially
to seek out and conquer an instructional challenge or tinker, and also be rewarded by
salary, promotion, or tenure adjustments. Although this possibility may pose a
serious problem for theorists of motivation who are trying to discriminate between
the intrinsic and extrinsic causes of behavior, it was of little consequence to this
study in which the effects of behavior as opPosed to the causes were the central focus.
The "theory" of this study as adumbrated in the preceding few paragraphs was limited
to the expectations that the quality and quantity, if any, of the formal and informal .

rewards accruing from instructional development actiirities were important data to be
collected and examined. Ideally, the results of this study also will ptovide suggestions
about the riossible causes or motives of the faculty who undertake projects to improve
instruction.

PROCEDURE

Questionnaire
_

The Instructional Development and Faculty Rewards questionnaire was sent
to 964 teaching faculty. In the questionnaire, instructional gdevelopraent was viewed
as all faculty efforts to improve instruction--those receiving formal support such as
that provided by the Instructional Development Program as well as those undertaken
without such support. Within 'this context, faculty were asked to respond on a five-point
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scale to the importance that IS and that SHOULD BE (SB) placed on instructional
development work in arriving at salary, promotion, and tenure decisioris: 1 = No

Importance, 2 = Low Importance, 3 = Medium Importance, 4,= High Importance,
5 = Extremely High haportance. For each respondent, Discrepancy (DISC) scores

were,ealculated for the salary; promotion, and teritre dimensions (DISC.= SB-IS).
The DISC variable was intended to measure the extent to whiCh a faculty meMber
perceived the formal reward system as failing to meet personal expectations--the
larger the value the greater the diSsonance or dissatisfaction.

Multiple regression analysis was used to determine if the variation in dis-
sonanbe Could be attributed to differences in rank, college, tenure, and funding status.
Three dependent variables were Salary ti)iscrepancy (SALDISC), Promotion Discrep-
ancy (PROIVIDISC) and Tenure Discrepancy (TENDISC). The independent variables
were a set of dummy variables defined as'follOws: RANK PROF =-1 if full professor,
0 otherwise; RANK ASSOC = 1.if associate professor, 0 otherwise; RANK ASST =1 if
assistant professor, lectUrer, or instructor, t otherwise; COL AS = 1 if in College
of Arts and Sciences, 0 otherwfsd; COL AST = 1 if in College of;Applied Science and

Technolou,.,0 otherwise; COL BUS = 1 if College' of Business, 0 otherwise; COL ED =
1 if College of Education, 0 otherwise; COL FA = 1 if College of Fine Arts, 0 other-
wise; TENURE = 1 if tenured, 0 otherwise; and FUNDED = 1 if funded by IDP, 0 other-

, wise. Due to the collinearity of the Rank vectors and also the College vector$, Pror
fessor Rank (RANK PROF) and the College of Arts-and Sciences (COL AS) were used

as reference vectors, thus, specific regressions Weights for these vectors will not

show up in the results. Simpler regression models were achieved through a stepwise
procedure in whir;11 a variable was added if the increase in R2 was significant with'

p .10.

Twelve botential informal rewards were identified which may have been

realized as a:result of instructional development work, for example, personal..
satisfaction, esteem of one's colleagues, and national recognition. For each, the

4:
faculty were asked twooquestions: (1) "How important is the .particular rewarci to.

You perSonally?" and (2) "ph you feel you actually received the reward'as a result,.

. --Of.your instructional development work?" 'Responses to the first question Were on

a five-point scale of importance:. 1.= Very Low, 2 = Low, 3 = Medium, 4 = High,

anSI 5 = Very High. Responses to the second question were On a four-point scale:
1 = Definitely Not, 2 - Generally Not, 3 = Generally Yes, 4 = Definitely. Yes. The

two most positive rating categories in each scale Were collapsed and tabulated for

each question. The twelve rewards were ranked.on the basis of the tabulation
results .for each question and a Spearman rank order correlation coefficient was
calculated.

The last Part of the questionnaire allowed the respondents to identifY the type'

of instructional development activitieg in which they had been involved and to express

any thotights about the Instructional 'Development Program or its relationship to the

reward structure.
(10
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APT Merit Ratings .

Faculty "ratings of "Unusual" or "Considerable" merit were considered highly
favorable by the various APT committees, thus, these two categories were combined
for purposes of analysis. and reporting. The data, obtained from official University
records for the 616 faculty members under the 4PT system, were tabulated by rank
and college for teaching,., scholarship, and service for the 1975-76 academic year.
TO show the general trend in ratings for the4University as a whole, sumMary results
were presented for the three areas of faculty evaluation beginning with the 1972-73
academic year.

Interviews with Department Chairpersons
The chairpersons of eacli academic departmentAtwenty-eight) in the.University'

were interviewed for periods ranging from thirty minutes to more than an hour to
deterrnine: (a) the structure of the APT. Committees and.the actual process oi review-
ing the data submitted, (b) what effect, if any, .evidence of instructional develoPmee
activities had on salary, promotion, and tenure ,decisions Within the department, and
(c) what was the perceived quality of instruction fn the department...Following each
interview, notes were recdrded and transcribed, then summarized to provide anonym-
ity to the-individual respondentS and proyide a synthesis of olaservations.

RESULTS

Questionnaire . ,. ,,
There were 390-"signed" questionnaires returned of which 360 or 37 percent

of the total distributed were usable. Due to the relatively low rate otreturn, generaliza-
tion beyon4 the group of respondents to the entire teaching faculty should be considered
tentative.

A comparison of the respondents providing usable returns by college, rank, and
fUnding statis is presented in Table 1, p. 15. In general, there is a relatively high
correspondence betweerebite respondent and the population characteristics; however,
the representation in the respondent group of professors,and lecturers, instructors,
and faculty assistants departed from the representation in the population by a comparable
percentage. Slightly more than one-third of the respondents were funded at least once
through MP..

Faculty perceptions of the importance that IS and that SHOULD BE placed on
--instructional development by the formal reward system is presented in Table 2a, p. 16.

The rhajority, approximately 85 percent, of the faculty. felt that no more than medium
importance IS given to instructional development in arrivinut salary, promotion, and
tenure' decisions. On the other hand, a similar percentage indicated that at least ,

,. medium importance SHOULD BE attached-to such efforts. Also, on both the IS and
SHOULD BE dimensions, the mean importance ratings for the promotion and tenure'
related decisions were significantly lower than the salary mean rating (T-test for
dependent measures; p < .001).
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The regression weights, multiple R's, and F-values for the analysis of dis-
.

crepancy scores are reported in Table 3, p. 17. For each of the three dependerit
variables--se--)Avomotion, and tenure discrepancies (SALDISC,. PAOMDISC,

and TENDISC)--the multiple Ws for the full model we're statistiCally significant
(p < .01), which indicated the variation in discrepancy scores was related to the
rank, college, tenure and IDP variables.. In particUlar, associate professors and

assistant Professors had significantly higher mean discrepancies than professors
on each of the three dependent variables. The College of Fine Arts (COL FA) was the

only college to differ significantly from the Co lltge of Arts and Sciences and, then,
only on tWo of.the dependent variables-:-SAIDISC and PROMDISC. Facultii who Were

funded through IDP had higher mean disCrepancies than faculty not fended on, all three
dependent variables.,

The'stepwise procedure yielded reduced models for SALDISC and PROMDISC
which contained the same four independent variables: RANK ASSOC, RANK ASST,
COL FA and IDP. For TENDISC, the outcome was essentially the same except that
the variable COL FA did not strictly meet the criterion for entry; however, when
viewing the total stepwise sequence for each of the three dependent variables, it
appeared more compelling to include the COL FA variafole in tete latter model than

to exclude it..
. ..
With respect to the twelve types of potential rewards outside the formal 7

structt.re, the rank order correlation between the personal importance and actual

rea*ation of these rewards was .84. "Personal satisfaction from a job well done"

and, r'Increased effectiveness as a teacher" headed the list in both instances. More
detailed results are repOrted'in Table 4, p. 18.

Open-Ended Question Summary
Three hundred and six or 85 percent of the usable questionnaires return d con-

taMed responses to one or both of the two questions desied to elicit more infor -
tion than the flied items allowed: -These questions were: (1) Would you briefly identify

the instructional improvement activities in which you have been involved? and (2) If

there are any thoughts Srou wish to share regarding the Instructional Development

Program and/or its relationship to the reward structUre, both formal and informal,
please indicate them below.

The first question was intended to obtain information about instructional
development activities of the faculty which had occurred but were not funded by the
University as Iristructional Development Projects. In effect, this 'question explicitly
recognie.d the probability that sthne and perhaps most of the faculty had attempted

to improve'instruction even though they had not requested nor received financial

support for their efforts. The second question was designed to provide an opportunity

for reactions to the IDP program or discuss the perceived relationship between instruC-
tional development and the University's reward structure. Only the rqSponses to the

last half of the secbnd question are presented in this report.
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The perCeived relationship between the Instructional Development Program
and the formal reward structure elicited a variety of comments. Many of the respon-
dents were unclear whether or not there waS any contingency between IDP activities
and salary, promotion, or tenure rewards in the.departments, and were less certain
about the relationships at the college and University levels.

--"The formal rewards which I have received as a result of my. instructional
development work are unclear to me. On one occasion, there is clear
eyidence that my bastructional developikent activities strongly influenced a
decisión regarding a salary increase. I do not believe, however, that the
receipt of IDP grants has had any significant effect on the rating of my
teaching. I ean not aware that instructional development work has been ,

regarded as being of great importance in questions of promotion and tenure
in the department."

- -"I do not have a grasp of how the reward structure works--it changes from year to
year and month to month. I think there is a need for a clear indication of the
type of reward provided for instructional development work--it would help a
person decide whether he or she wanted to do such work."

By contrast, some either expresSed strong but conflicting convictions that the
IDP grants were considered seriously Sand positively ih the APT process or that there
had been no effectonly research and publication Counted.-

411. .

- -"Having been a member of a departmental APT committee for two years, I
do know that these efforts were rewarded by recommendations for salary
increases, promOtion, and tenure. "

- -"My academic department and college give little if any attention to EDP and
certainly the reward system is not there. I regret fhis Situatimi. "

--"No matter what the official statements say, the true rewards in the depart-.
ment are based on research grants and the number of publications."

Other comments reflected ambivalence about the preferred relationship between'
instructional development and rewards. Some support was expressed for a much
stronger positive relationship between the IDP grant projects andthe_APT-process at
all levels of the University; although there was some skepticism that the level of .avail-
able funds and the perceived tendency to grant across-the-board raiges effectively
negated any potential. It was noted that in an institution which stresses the importance
.of teaching, the improvement of instruction should be -rewarded on a par Nith research
and publication. By contrast; a sizeable number of comments reflected the position
that the improvement of instruction is a professional obligation of all faculty which the
IDP grants facilitated; therefore, no additional formal rewards through the APT ptocess'
should be made contingent on the grants received, nor should MP activities be weighted
mote heavily than any other evidence. 'The extra resources made available or the °

4
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\
For APT purposes, the opinion was expressed that there should be a differen-

tiation between funded and nonfunded instructional development act:hides.. In the
present system, some respondents believed that recipients of IDP grants had an un-
fair advantage over nonrecipients and that nonfuEded instructional development
activities also deserved recognition. The opinion was also expressed that greater
weight should be given to grants received from agencies, external to the University
than.for those projects which were funded internally.

9

This diversity of opinion suggests the level of Conviction.about the perceived
relationship between instructional development and the reward structure, was related.
both to the evidence available td the respondent and the idiosyncratic actions of the
various departments. A handful of comments reflected thiS possibility andappealed
for greater clarity and more explicit.information about the nature of the relationship

1

to lessen the ambiguity and help in the deCision to participate or\not in the program.

APT Merit Ratings
As had been stated before, "Considerable" or "Unusual" merit ratings were

deemed very acceptable by the various APT committees. The results rep,orted in
Table 5, p. 19, showed that since the 1972-73 academic year, there had been a
steady.increase in the percentage of fa.culty who received these ratings in each of the.
reward Categories--teaching, scholdrship, and service. . For the 1975-76 ac-ademic
year, 90.8 percent ofthe faculty received considerable or imusuakmerit ratings in

teaching, 66.8 percent received Siich iltings in scholarship,. and S,;.4 percent re-
ceived one of these top two ratings for service. In other Words, virtually all faculty
were rated in one of the two highest merit'categories for teaching, but only two out
of three were rated comparably for scholarship.

When the merit ratings for teaching, scholarship, and service werd analyzed
by college and rank (see Table 6, p. 20), the pattern among.the colleges was for a
high percentage of faculty to recerve Considerable or tknusual merit ratings for
teaching and a relatively lower percentage of facul1ty to receive such ratings for
scholarship regardless of rank. The exceptions t this were associate' professors
in the College of Business and professors and ass ciate professo'rs in the College

.
of Eine!Arts who fared almost as well in scholarship as they did in teaching'. The
most striking result was the magnitude of the difference in the Merit ratings re-
ceived for teaching a.nd scholarship by assistant professors regardless of college.

Department Chairperson Interviews
OnlY four of the twenty-eight chairp)rsons interviewed said that MP activities

were weighted heavily in the merit decisions for salary. The other chairpersons
indicated that IDP project activities were either not given any importance beyond
'other evidence,of atteinpts to improve instraction or had only very limited impact.

In two of the four departments in which ID? was considered as very impor-
tant, the chairpersons actively eieouraged the faculty to seek IDP grants. Approxi-
mately one-third of the facility were said to be committed to instructional improvement

8
.4
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employment provided during the summer, like a mini-sabbatical; lvas said.to be a
sufficient reward. Also., tile opportunity to implement new ideas and approadhes and
the recognition accorded through the grant wag Sten as a reward in itself.

,

--'.'I fully support IDP and feel that it -,11,--uld be a significant factor in the/reward system at ISU." .,r
, / \

\
"There should be little or-,,,no reward for mere i:drticipation in the program,

kother than for reduced teadhintioad n d some Money for -special e4uipment.
If the experience results in more eff ,ctive teaching, it will be rewarded; if not,
there should be no reward for the acttvity itself. It is an opportunity for pro-

-- Xfessional development for those who nAed or want it, not a: demonstration of
achievement." \ ,.

"Since most faculty have some kind of evidence of merit in some area, the
APT process does not (and really can not),make too inuch distinction between
individuals. Then, given the extremely low level of rew&rds available for - .

merit in the last few years, the effects of any one factor, such as instruc-
tional development, on the FORMAL reward systeni are miniteule indeed."_

The relationship between the activities supported by EDP fundiand the in-
formal rewards of personal satisfaction, improved teaching, and greater student '
benefits 'were cited without quAlificatign aepositive outcodes in some vf the facultY
comments whether or not*such eff?rts were formally rewarded. The Instructional
DevelopmentProgram was described as tangible evidence that the ,University encour-
aged and rewarded tbose faculty Who .were willing to try out new instructional ideas.
-The program was seen as creating anfenvironment and providing a.vehicle for the
improvement of'instruction ,vi.thbut the risk of punishmeht for failure.. ts-.,.

On thecpther hand, sor,ne of the sr,xmdents were not so sanguine about the
relationship between innovation and risk; It was noted that new or different instruc- .

tional approaches have not been)received favorably by students and the instructor
was penalized in the department by low studea ratings Merely because the course
was unusual. This danger was seen as directly related to the-weight given by the
department to the ,student ratings in 'the APT process. One comment described the
punishment for innovation in great detail and noted the substantial financial 'loss
($10,000) he expected to inour as a result during the remainder of his teaching career
at Illin'ois State.

"Instructional development is pursued at the teacher's risk."

- -"There, is a stigma that if an,IDP does not work, one is saddled with a
failUre. The department& fail to recognize that not all IDP grants will result
in positive learning accomplishments. Thus, one is likely not to try if the
failure is likely to cost him or her in salary."
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in the third department, and an TDP project was said to represent.the. singlomost
iRiportant index of insti4ctional.4devel9pmeitt. If the project were successful, it in-
creased the Merit ratingS significantly' ,In the fourth deparitment, the chaiiperson
"beat the fp.culty over ihe head's to. submit grants for research and instruction. The
IDP grants received *ere double-counted as evidence of merit in teaching and
scholarlY productivity.viith the'generalNeglpliasis On teaching.*

yr'

The general tenor of the other Wrenty-four chairpersons; ooniments about the
impact of IDP grants on the merit Clecisions was Xelatively passive. EDP grants were
said to be only one form of evidence of intent to improve instruction and wexe neither
encouraged nor rewarded disproportionately. It was acknowledged by some of the o
chairbersons that some of the-previous TDP projeets may have beervimportant to-the
department, nevertheless, no extraordinary value'was accorded the efforts in the APT
proce.ss. The grants, whether in ihe summer or the regular year, were said to'be
sufficieni reward.

The chairpersons were asked also to comment on the possible Xelationship
between.the IDP projectzactivities and promotion or tenure decisions. The over-
whelming concensus of opinion among _the chairpersons tiroughout the University was
promOtio:n and tenure are primarily contingent on scholarly productivity, that is, the
number of pub4cations: It was roted by many that an above average teaching rebotid
was required forproraotion or tenure; however, neither were likely to.be awarded on

the basis of excellent teaching only. Moreover, neither "formal nor informal efforts
.toimprove instruction were counted. The most notabln exception to this generaliza-
tion occurred in the one department which considered IDP as an unusually Important
index of instructional improvement.° In this department, onerof the junior faculty was
rdcommended for promotion priniarily on the evidence of his teaching and his efforts

1. to improve instruction through the.LDP program. The recommendation was denied at
the college level but was ultimately accepted at the Univenity level after much concern
and effort by the nominee, colleagues, and the chairperson.

There was a mixture of opinion about the value of a'"publish or perish" type
policli at Illinois State. Clearly, some chairpersons felt the policy was unnecessarily
restrictive atthis institution; hoWever, it was equallY clear that some-believed it was
appropriate and needed.

I

4, In general, the chairpersons indicated that the quality of teaching in their
deparéments was above average to exceptional. In.:some departments, succesSful .

compl6tion.of certification examinations, employment statistics, employer feedback,
and n tional rankings were cited as evidence. In only two departments did the chair-
perso

i
sLexpress any conczesrn about the quality of instruction.

- .
't$

. *De ite the groundrule that TDP projects should be considered as evidence of teaching
meri', three departments counted IDP. as scholarly productivity and one as service &lily.

c

1
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In brief, tile
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ta obtained; in this investilatiok clearly indicated the effect of
faculty efforts Vo iinprove instruction on thu. formai reward structure:at Illitioi's 'State .

UniAcerSiV is generalletiOnexistent; minimally posithe at best,and even.p9itiYesin.
sOme inStances.. Whether or not these e?fbrts haw heen supported %r,..furteg fiOra the .1.,
Instructional DevetOpment.Prograin, the result' iS the same.' Tor some faculty, there
was no desire to chage the eituati6n;-however, the majority of.the respondents to the '
questionnaire indicated they preferred more,impsiftance should be attached tb ingtruc7.

.. tional improvement activities in salary, promotion, and tenure decAsiOns with,the -
greatest .leyel of dissatisfaction expressed by the' IriP tecipienth: assistantand-assobiL..,
ife professors and the faculty in the College of Fine Arts.. Thus, itappears that desiiite,
a major institutional ccAnmitment to. and wide-seale faculty participation in instructional`

4...

improvement projects of. various kinds, there is virtually no reward for such efforts--
.a form of "institutional- schizophrenia"--cOntrary to generally accepted principles of
initiating and sustaining inStitutional_programs df instructional developMent.

Gaff (1975), for example, -identified twelve propositions about faculty deirelop-.
ment, which he said were "distilled from the writings of leading spokeSpersons."
Among these propOsitions was the statement-denoting the relationShip between.the
reward structure and faculty Oanke.:

"Faculty members will changewhen:. (a) they have knowledge about
alternative ways of behaving. . . , (b) they have the belief that change is
desirable, (c) they believe they cart change in the desired ways, (d) they
receiVe nonthreatening feedback about their own behavior, and (e) they are
praised, recognized, and rewarded for effectiveness and improvement.
For faculty, this means, the reward,stru'bture must recognize their develop-
ment efforts ' or th will ntt ion strive for im idvement." (emphasis added) (p. 17)

Althouei this proposition was addressed primarily to faculty development programs,
i.e. , changes in the faculty as persons, the data from chis study suggest the proposition
applies equally to instructi(,nal development activities, i.e. , faculty efforts to imiirove
the content, materials, and processes of instruction.

Wbile the projects finicled under the Instructional Development Program ad-'
smittedly do not represent the totality of efforts to improve instruction at'Illinois State,
these projects:do represent_a convenient index of the level of commitment of the
faculty to improve instiiiction dyer a sustained period of time. Unlike the nonfunded
efforts, each approyed regular academic year DiP ,project required; withdut released
or reassigned time), an explicit identification of an instructional _problem, and a
commitment to coMplete the stated objectives, ,expend the allocated funds effectively
and efficiently, and provide a report of-the accomplishrhents at the end of the project.
(The fammer Ith'projiects had similar requirements although assigncl time was pro-
vided. ) In other words, the 1DP projects represented a "public" obligation of the .

faculty participants to improve instructioniconsistent with the institutional comthitment.

1. I
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-
. . . .

.. . .. Perhap the IDP.activities were tindertaken more by those personVffho were .._.

intrinsically motivateid to seek, out and conquer otallenges,. whereas therinajority .of '
.-- ...

the faculty Were content to "tinker." On the "other hand,. itv's of some.interest, although -
not bon9lueive, td note that consistent with Gales propOsition, the level of:interest in ..

. the regular academic year IDP &ants aeclined each year In the absence Of an effectivp
b ' , reward system 1g4ithin the institutfen, thUs suggesping the métivation to ithprove instruc-

- tion May have been more extrinsic thn intrinsic.; Despite the officiisd rhetoric; and
generous financial assistance.of the University, the lack of tangibleTewards Und the

'. real oF perdei'Ved negative effects Of failure apParently served tc, curtail the level of .*

participatitm in the regular academic year Instructional DeUelopment Piop-am. ..
Specifically, the number of faculfy who SUMnitted proposals for support during the

f regular aoademic.year declined from a high of 'eighty-six,in 1972 to forty-four irc".,
1975-76--a, reduction of almoSt 50'percent.* BY cptrast, the n(imber of applicant's

. for the summer IDP granto which Provided a ono- 1.1onth supplementatty salary 'supple-.
mentiremained virtually-constant since °the initiation of the'program in 1973-74:

. i_ _ .
-1-It use (1974) in his discussion of, innovations in public schools used the phraS-e-c

_"econoniy cf scarcity" to account Nrtheir,introdtiction and acceptance. He observed:

J

\'
. - > . .
"Pebple are often shocked that tea hers should require tangible inceritives

: .
.

,

io .try'a neW innovation. . . The,persorial costs of trying new innovations are
often:high; however, and seldom is there

\ any indication that innovatice,.ire'r
wortk-the' investment. Innovations are acts of faith. They require that they

i.il ultimately bear fruit and be worth the personal investment, often 'without
- the hope oi immediate return. Costs are also high. The amotuit q energy

-and time required to learn the new skills or roles associated with the new in-
novation:is a useful index to the magnitude. of resistance. The necessity of
relearning acts as.a. deterrent. New skills make old skills obsolete, and . .
there comes a time when it is no Ringer-worth theleffort of liearning.new skins

. .
tol-master the innovation. " (p. 73)

4

. . . . .

--- ' In.an "economy of scarcity," that is When salary increments 'were minal,
0 . .

or asin.the case at Illinois State where there was an increased tendency to grant
acroSS-the-board raises,- then the posts of innovation quickly exceded the rewarp,
thus reducing the inclination of fadulty to initiate innovations in their classrooms,un-
less other benefits were Made available, e.g. , released tithe., promotithi, tenure,

___,,,.,..--
.better students, better teaching schedule, or career advancement. ..

. -
, . . -,

*The niimber of applicants' for the regular year ID/0 grants in 1976-77 was twenty-one
or a reduction of 76 percent since 19721.however new mini-grant program was-added
this year which proved to be extrerneVr attractive and may have-reduced substantially
the number 'of applicantsto the other program. This new.progranr allowedrup to $200
to impvoire instructiOn under an abbreviaied applidation procedurev and did not require

. .. . .

a final report. .

07.

0
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*-
. HouSe's disdussion of the effect of costs and rewarda on innovation used a

"SpeculatiVe.mathematical modeV developed by'Sleviiitiiex- plain why individuals
try new things. "The model says that an individual will try new things-if the probability
of success of the new thing (Pn) minus the probability of success of the current strategy
(Ps) is greater than the ratio of costs (C) to rewards (R): Pn - Ps 7 C/R:1:-::-"Applying
the dafa from.:this study, the tangible rewards contingent on the regular academic year

. projects.were close to zero; therefore, the coSt-reward ratio was sO great that the
probability Of success (Pn) had to be unrealistically high to encourage participation.
By contrast, dUring the summer grantd, the costs *ere close to zero, negating any
concern for tke difference between innovation end the status quo, thus sustaining the
high leVel of hltlfrest and participation. Inasmuch as the majority of the respondents

.` in this study indicated a.much higher importance Shou1d,be.g1ve4n to instructional
.deVelopment in the decisions about tangible rewards, then it wot.:4 be predictable
from the Model and consistent with experience, -that iiaructional efforts under the
regular year p_rograta would be affectdd adversely, and the summerprogram grants
would continue to prOve' attractive.

There is an expeotation at ISU, as expressed in some of the reaponses to the
open-ended questions,....that instructional improyethent is a professiOnal, obligation
independent of the Cost-reward ratio. Good teachers, which most of the faculty Were
said to:be by the chairpersons, are expected to 'improve xfieir instruction Without're-
gird for unustal ccmpensation. Thus, IDP grantS are facilitative and do not represent

- 'evidence of unusial contributions to teaching. As stated by :some, the fDP grants
represent an institutional Validation in addition to the fmancial and physicaf resourdes
needed to implement an idea for:the improVement of instruction. ConSistent with this
interketation was the high percentage of,faculty who identified "personal satisfaction
from'a job well done and "increased effectiveness as a teacher" as rewards outeide
the formal reward structure having high or very high personal impOrtance. For these
faculty, it is tempting to specUlate that the MP program is important becauSe it
responds to.a personal-protessiOnalneed to teach well regardlesS of salary, Pro-

0motion, or tenure.

However,- fd the majority of the faculty, it appears that if instructional
development efforts are to be given greater salience in the reward system at Illinois
State, there is a need to reconsider the value of iristructional development activities
and outcomes:, In the present system, the only meaningful formal rewards are pro-
motion and tenure. Inasmuch as promotion and tenure are based largely on the
quantity and-cpality of scholarly productivity, then it follows that instructional develop-
ment should affect these decisions if It is to have any reward value. To do this under
the present system, it must be made possible to include the preparation of slide-tape

. presentations,. videotapes, self-instructional units; course design, curriculum re-
.

visions and the like as legitimate forms of sdholarly productivity. publications about
instructional development should be encouraged; however, the activities.and products
should he made acceptable also.
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Although this change in designation and function of instructional development
activities vis-a-vis the rewai.d system may be appropriate for Illinbis State where
teaching is central to the mission of the University, the change also creates a signifi-,
cant problem for the APT. process. In the past, evidence of teaching effectiveness
subniitted to the APT committees included some or all of the following: examina--
dons ansl course syllabuses developed during the year, descriptions of instructional
development activities, administrators' .and graduates' ratings, personal data;
teaching reputation reports, departmental involvement, amount of student contact,
and grading procedures. Student ratings of all faculty Were required also. Thus, if
all forms of instructional development activities and outcomes were excluded as evi-
dence of teaching merit, .greater emphasis may be given to student, colleague,. and -

administrators' ratings which--especially the student ratings--are already a source
of serious concern for the faculty. To exacerbate this concern by the exclusion of
instructional developmept evidence may be unrealistic.

13

An obvious solution is the development of a reliable, valid, efficient and
acceptable method of measuring teaching effectiveness. If this were to occur, it
would obviate the need for ratings and other indirect data.. Unfortunately, the history
of research on teaching effectiveneSs suggests this is not likely to occur in the
foreseeable future despite the best efforts Of, many dedicated psychometricians;

The dilemma is clear: On one hand, instructional development activities
have no impact on the reward system and, therefore, decline as long as the activities`
are considered evidence of teaching merit. On the other hand, a redefinition of:in-
structional development activities Dao.y give greater Weight to ratings which are un-

Op acceptable to many of the faculty as evidence of teaching effectiveness.

It is tempting, although somewhat nihilistic, to suggest that a decreased rather
than an increased concern for the assessment of teaching effectiveness may be an
appropriate solution at Illinois State and similar institutions. This suggestion appears
to be consistent with the apparent trend toward across-the-board salary increases,
collective bargaining, and the perception that a high percentage of the faculty are
excellent teachers already. If the improvement of teaching is a professional obligation
which does not result in unusual recognition in the assessment of teaching effectiveness,
then perhaps the assessment of teaching per se may not recluire unusual attention either
at the present time, thus resolving.the dilernma. Instructional development activities
could be rewarded and encouraged as they affect promotion and tenure decisions, which
in ttirn would positively affect the quality of instruction.

Although this study was not designed to test a hypothesis that the viabil.;.ty
nstructional development programs are contingent on an effective reward system,
the data from this study tend to support such a proposition. Nor was the study intended
to be applicable to other institutions; however, it is believed the results could t gen- ,r-

eralized to other institutions in which similar reward systems exist. .
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This discussion was not intended,to suggest that the concern for the quality of
-4 teaching or its improvement has assumed a lesser importance at Illinois State; how.-

ever, assuming tde economic consumer model of man, it is predictable that a large
percentage of the faculty, especially at the assistant and associate professor levels
will begin to devote more of their energy to publications- rather than the impro ement
of instruction. Although successful teaching is a necessary condition for p 'aion
and tenure--the,two viable formal rewards available--it is not sufficient. Thus, it
appears that a reassessment of the importane of instructional development efforts
is important if the University is to retain its tradition and reputation as a superior
instructional institution. ..t
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TABLE 1

Description of Respondents

Respondents Population
. Number Percent- Percent

College
62

178
28
63
2,9

17
49

. 8.

18
8

1.5
46
10
16
13

.Applied'Science & Technolocry
Arts and Sciences
Business
Education ,..

Fine Arts

Total 360 100 100

Rank
.. 105

,
29 19Professor

AssoCiate Professor 81 ' 23 : 20

Assistant Priotpor 137 . 38 .41
Other (Lecturer, Instructor,

Faculty Assistant) 37. 10 20

Total 360 -100 100

.FUnded bv IDP
Yes 133 37

No 227 63

Total 360 100
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This discussion wa:s not intended to suggest that the concern for the quality of .
teaching or its tinprovernent has asgtmed a lesser impOrtance at Illinois State; how- .

ever, assuming the economic consumer model of man, it,is predictable that a large
percentage of the faculty, especially at the assistant and associate professor levels
will begin to devote more of their energy topublications rather than the improvement
.of instruction. Although successful teaching is a necessary condition for proinotion
and tentice-the two viable formal reWards available--it is noi sufficient. Thus, it
appears that a reassessment of the importance of ingtructional development efforts
is iMportant if the University is to reta:in its tradition and reputation as a superior
instructional institution.
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TABLE 1

Degcription of Respondents

Respondents Population
Number Percent Percent

College

.,

.

Applied Science & Technology 62 . 17 15

Arts and Sciences , 178 49 . 46

Business 28 8 10

Education 63 18. 16

Fine Arts 29 8 13

Total 360 100 100

Rank
Professor 105 29 19

Associate Profe s sor '- 81 23 20

Assistant Professor 137 38" .' 41

Other (Lecturer, Instructor,
., Faculty Assistant) ,4 37 10 0

Total 360 100:!' 100

Funded by IDP
Yes 133% 37

No 227. 63

Total 360 100

ca,
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TABLE 2

16

Percentage of Respondiits Indicating Importance that IS and SHOULD BE Placed
on Instructional Development in Making Salary, Promotion, and,Tenure Decisions

Items
No or Low Medium High or Very
Importance Importance High Imp. Mean

(1 or 2) (3) (4 or 5)

What importance IS placed on
instructional development in
decisions regarding

4

1. Salary Increases 40% 45% 15%
. 2.70 :83

A'

2. Promotion in Rank 49 38 13 2.51 . 89

3. Granting of Tenure' 53 34 13 2.45 . 90

Whe:t importance SHOULD BE .

placed on instructional develop-
ment in decisions regarding

1. Salary Increases 6% 40 % - 54% 3.54 . 81

2. Promotion in Rank 11 42 47 3.42 . 85

3. Granting of Tenure 16 39 45 3.34 . 96

,
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'TABLE °3

,Regression Res,ths: ..SALDISC, PROMDISC, and TENpIsc as a.funefien of RANK, COLLEGE, TENIME tnid ItT.VItriaNej

1.1....1101-...-..

Dtiiiendent

;Valqable Coast,

Raw Regression We.ghtsg-values given in parentheses)

Rank.. : Rank Col Col Cobl Col;

ASSOC ASST AST BUS ED FA.

4

Te!iurc. DP It .

Iviodei

SA LDISC ' : 3 .31 '. G3 .02 -.02

(3.92) .(16.63) (;01) (. 01)

,P,16111[8C, .54 , ..74 -.05 -;11

(11.70) (23.07) (. 10) (. 25)

TENDISC ; .40 .30
1

. 64 . 10 -.18

(2,95) (14.24) (.32) (.56)

Stepwise Results

SALDISC. 36

. 21 .40 .10. .38 . .32 .10 ...

(1.89) (2.51) 49) (10.28)

.11 ..59 ,08 .37 7 .14.

(. 53) (7,59) (. 30) (9.91)

,,. 12 , - ;32- -a.-J15. .32 9 , .08

(;54) (1.88) (.09) (6.24)

t P

.28 .55 .36 .38 .31 ..09

(3.32) , (17.68) (3.04) (10,82)

PROMDISC .28 .51 .68 .59 ... .38 . 37 .14

(11.10)' (27.22) (8.10) (11.00)

.TENDISC .43 , .29 . 60 .30 .,, 33 .28

(2,83) (17.42) (1.70) (d. 71)

NOTES: (1)I All Multiple R's are stifi'stiefilly significant: p 4 .01 ,

(2) Tabled 'IP-values for df = 1,21)0: P < .10.

F

P76.76 p<,O1

(3) Listwise deletion was used for kildling misiing data; thUS`the aetual'number of apes use0 in

.the,analysis was 300.

(4) The order of entry,of the independent variables for each of the three dependent variables was the

same; (1) RANK MST, (2) IDP, (3) RANK ASSOC, (4) COL PA.
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TABLE 2

Percentage of Respondents Indicating Importance that IS and SHOULD BE Placed
on'Instructional Development irOiraking Salary, Promotion, and Tenure Decisions

'No or Low
Items Importance'

(1 or 2)

Medium High or Very
Importance High

(3) (4 or 5)
Mean SD

What importi.nce IS placed on .

instructional development in .

'deci,sions,regarding
1. Sala.ry Increases 40% 45% . 15% 2.70 . 83

2. Promo'ion in Rank 49 38 13 2.51 . 89

3. Granting of Tenure 53 , 34 . 13 2.15 .90
-

What importance SHOULD BE .

placed on instructional develop-
ment in i" ..cisions rezarding

, 1.- Salary Lncreases 6% 40% 54% 3.54. . 81'

.2. in 3:tank _. .11' - 42 47. '-',. ILI .85,Promot.on
3. 'Granting of Tenure 16 39 45 . 3.34 .96

.
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TABLE 3

Regression Result's: SALDISC, PROM:DISC and TENDISCIs a function of RANK, COLLEGE, TENURE and 11?1? Variables

Raw Regression Weights (F-values given in parentheses)

Dependent

Variable Cong.

Rank Rank Col Col Col Col

ASSOC ASST AST BUS ED. FA Tenurte IDP

-Fe Mdi
SALDISC . 31 .31 .63 .02 -.02 .21 ,40 .10

(3. 92) (16. 63) (. 01) (.01)- (1.89) (3. 51) (;49)

PROMDISC .28 .54 .74 -.05 -.11 .11 .59 .08

(11.70) (23.07) (.10) (.25) (.53) (7.59) (.30)

TENDISC .40 .30 .64 .10 -.18 .13 .32

(2.95), (14.24) (.2) (.56) (.54) (1.88) (.09)

Stepwise Results

SALDISC t, . 36 .28 . 55
a

.36

(3.32) (17. 68) (3.04),

PROMDISC ;28 .51 . 68
0

.59

(11.10) (27. g (8.10)

TENDISC .43 .29 . 60 .30

.38

(10. 28)

.32 .10

.37 .37 .14

(9.91)

.33 .29 .08(-

(6.24)
9

.38 31 .09

(10.82)

.38 .37 .14

(11. 00)

.33 .28 .08

(2. 83) (17. 42) (1.70) (6.71)

NOTES: (1) All Multiple R'ij are ka4stica11y sigrdficant; p 4.0

(2) Tabled F-values for. clf = 1,200: F = 1,73 p < .10

F=3A9 p<.05
F= 6.76 p.01

(3) Listwise 'deletion was used for handling missing data; thus the actual number of cases used in

the analysis was 300.

(4) The order of entry of the independent variables for eachof the three dependent variables was the

same; (1) RANK ASST, ID?, (3),RANK ASSOC, (4) COL PA. ,
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TABLE 4
,

Re Sults Pertaining to Rewards Outside the 'Formal Reward 8tructure

Percentage of Faculty percentage of Faculty
Indicaiing HIGH or VERY Indicating the Reward

Reward HIGH Personal Importance Was Actia lly Realized1
of the Reward

I.
I, -..- 47

Al, t>
-v Personal satisfaction from 96% 84%

,.
a job well done ,

-

Increased effectiveness as 91 84

a teacher

Given preference regarding 51 45
your teaching assignment

.1.:..'oem Of your colleagues 49 65

Opportunity -..)r. publication . 45 43

. .
Reduced.teiching load 39 21

Oppprtunity for presentation at 37 40
a national or state conference

National recognition for y -r..-1 37 31

professional work
.

Travel funds 33 22
.,

:

Having a teachilig assistant ,
, 25 30

Increased okportunity to act.. 23 36

= as a consultant .

Letter of recopaition from the
college dean

14 14

1.The percentages reported for this dategory are the combined percentages of- --- ---.
faculty responding Generally or DefinitelyYes to the-que-stfon of-i-vhether or not the

rewaiTd-veas- receiveA-.---- . .

Note: Rank order correlation between the two columns of percentages was .84.
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' TABLE .5

Merit Ratings for Teaching,: Scholarship and Service by AcAde1nic Year.

.Pertent of Faculty Receiving Ratitags of
"ConsideraLde" or 'Unusual" -Merit

Academic Year Teaching Service.-

1972-73 79

.Scholarshio

58.4% 5%

1973-74 88.0 62.-2 76.2

1974-75 89.4 60.9 81.3

1975-76 . 90.8 - 66.8

4

tol
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TABLE 6

Merit Ratings for Teaching, Scholarship and Set, Vice-by College_ and Rank:
1975-76 Academic Year

Percent of FacultST.Receiving Ratings of
"Considerable" or "Unusual" Merit

Collette and Rank Teaching Scholarship Service

oArts 8.: Sciences
Profè.ssor (N = 84)
Associate Professor (N = 95)
Asst. Prof. and Instructor (N = 106)

Abplied 8cience and Techndlwy
Professor `(N = 22)
Asso.ciate Professor (N = 25)
Asst. Prof: and Instructor (N '41)

Business
Professor (N = 6)
Associate Professor (N = 12)

"4.* Ass,i.Stant Professor (N..= 17)
.

nucation
Professor (N = 35)

c,

'Associate ProfessoE (N = 24)
- Asst. Prof. afid Instructor (N = 44)

Fine Arts
Professor (N = 17)
Associatprofessor = 27)
Assistant Professor (N = 31)

85.7 70.2 86.9
85.3 72.6 82.1
85.8 60.4 77,4

95:4 63.6 95.4
100.0 -84.0 100.0

95.1 46.3 78.0
-35

01 83.3

94.3 62,9
87.5 70.8
97.7

k

94.1
100.0
90.3

UniVersAtv pv Rank.
.

rofes.sor. (N = 164) 90.2
Astociate Profeskr(N = 184) . - 90.2
sst.- Prof: and Instfuctor (N = 2,68), 91:41

. , .

liniiiersity (Total) (N =- 616) 90.8

/91.4
79.2
79.5

,

94.1
92.6 100.0
67.7 2

,

7Q.?
7777
'56,7

00.2
87:5
76.5

66.8

r-

4


